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Abstract: When culturing cells in space or under altered gravity conditions on Earth to investigate
the impact of gravity, their adhesion and organoid formation capabilities change. In search of a target
where the alteration of gravity force could have this impact, we investigated p130cas/BCAR1 and its
interactions more thoroughly, particularly as its activity is sensitive to applied forces. This protein
is well characterized regarding its role in growth stimulation and adhesion processes. To better
understand BCAR1′s force-dependent scaffolding of other proteins, we studied its interactions with
proteins we had detected by proteome analyses of MCF-7 breast cancer and FTC-133 thyroid cancer
cells, which are both sensitive to exposure to microgravity and express BCAR1. Using linked open
data resources and our experiments, we collected comprehensive information to establish a semantic
knowledgebase and analyzed identified proteins belonging to signaling pathways and their networks.
The results show that the force-dependent phosphorylation and scaffolding of BCAR1 influence the
structure, function, and degradation of intracellular proteins as well as the growth, adhesion and
apoptosis of cells similarly to exposure of whole cells to altered gravity. As BCAR1 evidently plays a
significant role in cell responses to gravity changes, this study reveals a clear path to future research
performing phosphorylation experiments on BCAR1.
Keywords: knowledge explorer; pathway studio; mass spectrometry; post-translational modification;
network analysis; SPARQL
1. Introduction
When monolayers of tissue cells are cultured on a random positioning machine (RPM)
or during spaceflight, the gravity force experienced by the cells is altered in that it pulls
the cells of a monolayer constantly towards the center of the Earth. Under this condition
of prevented sedimentation, several cellular features change in comparison to control
cells cultured under normal laboratory conditions [1–3]. To extend our knowledge about
the cellular adjustment to prevented sedimentation, we investigated the role of BCAR1
(breast cancer anti-estrogen resistance protein 1) also known as p130cas (CRK-associated
substrate), because this protein is known to be a primary sensor of forces [4]. According to
current knowledge, forces pulling the C- and the N-terminal ends of BCAR1 apart effect
changes of its phosphorylation status [5].
Phosphorylation is a well-studied reversible post-translational modification (PTM)
of many proteins [6]. It is catalyzed by protein kinases (PK) and is reversed by protein
phosphatases (PPs). However, the extent of phosphorylation of particular proteins within
cells does not only depend on the content and/or activity of cognate PKs or PPs or both [7].
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The consensus motif (CM) of a target protein must also be so accessible that it can correctly
be positioned within the catalytic site of a kinase [8,9]. This correct positioning depends
on parameters [10] such as the three-dimensional order and the side chain orientation
of amino acids surrounding the target amino acid [11]. The CMs’ accessibility may be
changed by factors such as the docking of low- or high-molecular-weight ligands at the
protein to be modified [12,13] as well as by the binding of target proteins to components of
the cell membrane [14,15]. Furthermore, an initial phosphorylation influences subsequent
phosphorylation steps [16]. In addition, forces which stretch the amino acid chains of
specific domains, called intrinsically disordered domains, of target proteins modulate
the accessibility of target CMs. This has been proven for several proteins, such as the
cytoplasmic domain of PECAM-1 [17], the beta-catenin/E-cadherin complex [18] and
BCAR1 [4,5].
BCAR1 is an adapter protein, which links cell–cell and cell–matrix adhesion to an
extended signaling network [19]. It consists of 870 amino acids, which form five domains:
an N-terminal SH3 homology domain, followed towards the C-terminus by a proline-
rich region, a Substrate Domain (SD), a serine-rich domain, a Substrate-Binding Domain
(SBD) and a Focal Adhesion Targeting Domain which docks BCAR1 at a focal adhesion
complex [5,20]. The three-dimensional structures of the N-terminal SH3 homology domain
and of the C-terminal Focal Adhesion Targeting domain have been resolved at 1.1 and
2.5 Angström resolutions [20,21]. The three domains in between are functionally well
characterized as described below. BCAR1 generates signals via binding different effector
proteins. The selection of binding and interaction partners is influenced by the protein’s
status of phosphorylation and conformation [19], which depends at least partially on
the traction forces extending its three-dimensional conformation. In respect to the action
of forces, the most interesting part of BCAR1 is the so-called Substrate Domain (SD).
This domain has an intrinsically disordered conformation, which includes 15 tyrosine
phosphorylation sites (YxxP) [22]. If the domain’s conformation is extended with minimal
force, the phosphorylation sites become accessible for Src family kinases [23,24]. The forces
to stretch the domain may be generated in vivo by the cytoskeletal actin myosin system
and the focal adhesion system linked to the N-terminal end via the SH3 domain and to the
C-terminal end via the C-terminal Focal Adhesion Targeting domain [4,25–27]. The force
application to BCAR1 influences cell adhesion, cytoskeletal organization and growth factor
receptors’ signaling [28–30].
It has been described that BCAR1 gene expression is upregulated in multipotent
mesenchymal stromal cells under microgravity [31] and is regulated in endothelial cells [32]
and MCF7 cells [33]. Furthermore, a transient upregulation in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer
cells has been reported [34]. Therefore, we wanted to see whether gravity forces could
also influence BCAR1 activity on a protein level, particularly as recent proteome analysis
suggested an influence of gravity on the accumulation of BCAR1 in MCF-7 and in FTC-
133 cancer cells [35,36]. Hence, we collected information about the biochemical effects of
force-dependent changes of BCAR1 phosphorylation and complex formation described
in literature and compared the results with the behavior of cells exposed to microgravity.
After identifying the proteins known to interact with BCAR1 and detected in MCF-7 or
FTC-133 cancer cells by our proteome analysis [35,36], we composed two exemplary sets
of data. Using harmonized import mapping via Knowledge Explorer (KE), both types of
data were aggregated in a semantic knowledgebase [37]. Using this base, we established
protein interaction networks that show the impact of BCAR1 interaction activities on cell
physiology and signal transduction.
2. Results
2.1. Selection of Proteins
To study BCAR1 scaffolding activities, we created an overview on proteins capable
of interacting with BCAR1. Applying STRING, we recorded 50 proteins, co-mentioned
with BCAR1 in entries of the literature database Medline. The result was complemented
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by another 31 proteins obtained through searches in the dbPTM database as well as by
evaluating the references [5,20]. To examine protein interactions and signal transduction,
which can happen in a distinct kind of cells, we separately analyzed those of the proteins
which we detected in recent proteome analyses of MCF-7 breast cancer cells [35] and of
FTC-133 thyroid cancer cells [36], respectively. Data from MCF-7 cells were of interest
because the role of BCAR1 in these cells is well characterized [38,39]. For comparison
purposes, FTC-133-derived data were opposed. The FTC-133 cell line was isolated from a
man suffering thyroid tumors [40]. It is a fast-growing cell line with a mutated P53 gene [41]
and responds very quickly to exposure to simulated microgravity [42]. Furthermore, we
detected BCAR1 protein as well as BCAR1 gene expression in this cell line in previous
studies [36,43]. For subsequent network analyses, 81 proteins potentially interacting with
BCAR1 were matched against the 5924 proteins found in the proteome analysis of FTC-133
cells and against the 6968 proteins found in the analysis of MCF-7 cells [35,36].
As shown in Table 1, 39 of the BCAR1-related proteins had been detected in proteome
analyses of MCF-7 and of FTC-133 cells. Another 12 and 8 proteins were found only in
the MCF-7 (marked by *) or FTC-133 cells (marked by **), respectively. Independently of
their source, these proteins had different activities. A total of 25 proteins were enzymes,
including 12 kinases and 6 phosphatases (Figure 1). Another 24 are proteins which either
bind to different other proteins or adapt other proteins within complexes. Besides BCAR1,
six other proteins were found with intrinsically disordered domains, which change their
conformation upon the impact of low forces [22,23]. Three of the six proteins were detected
in MCF-7 cells and another three in FTC- 133 cells (Figure 1).
Table 1. List of selected proteins. The selected proteins were detected in both cell lines or in MCF-7 cells only (marked by *)
or in FTC-133 cells only (marked by **).
Entry Gene Name SwissProt Accession No. Protein Name Activity/Function
ABI1_HUMAN ABI1 Q8IZP0 Abl interactor 1 Adapter
ABL1_HUMAN ABL1 P00519 Tyrosine-protein kinase ABL1 Enzyme
RHG32_HUMAN ARHGAP32 A7KAX9 * Rho GTPase-activatingprotein 32 Adapter
ARMX3_HUMAN ARMCX3 Q9UH62 Armadillo repeat-containingX-linked protein3 Binding protein
BCAR1_HUMAN BCAR1 P56945
Breast cancer anti-estrogen
resistance protein 1 or p130cas
(CRK-associated substrate)
Binding protein
BCAR3_HUMAN BCAR3 O75815 * Breast cancer anti-estrogenresistance protein 3 Adapter
CBL_HUMAN CBL P22681 E3 ubiquitin-protein ligaseCBL Enzyme
CD2AP_HUMAN CD2AP Q9Y5K6 CD2-associated protein Adapter
CDC42_HUMAN CDC42 P60953 Cell division control protein 42homolog Enzyme
CIZ1_HUMAN CIZ1 Q9ULV3 * Cip1-interacting zinc fingerprotein Binding protein
CRK_HUMAN CRK P46108 Adapter molecule crk Adapter
CRKL_HUMAN CRKL P46109 Crk-like protein Adapter
CSK_HUMAN) CSK P41240 Tyrosine-protein kinase CSK Enzyme
EPHA2_HUMAN EPHA2 P29317 Ephrin type-A receptor 2 Enzyme
ERBB2_HUMAN ERBB2 P04626 * Receptor tyrosine-proteinkinase erbB-2 Enzyme
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Table 1. Cont.
Entry Gene Name SwissProt Accession No. Protein Name Activity/Function
ESR1_HUMAN ESR1 P03372 * Estrogen receptor Hormone receptor
FINC_HUMAN FN1 P02751 Fibronectin ECM protein
FYN_HUMAN FYN P06241 ** Tyrosine-protein kinase Fyn Enzyme
GLIS2_HUMAN GLIS2 Q9BZE0 ** Zinc finger protein GLIS2 Binding protein
GMPR2_HUMAN GMPR2 Q9P2T1 GMP reductase 2 Enzyme
HCK_HUMAN HCK P08631 ** Tyrosine-protein kinase HCK Enzyme
BIP_HUMAN HSPA5 P11021 Endoplasmic reticulumchaperone BiP Enzyme
IGF1R_HUMAN IGF1R P08069 * Insulin-like growth factor 1receptor Enzyme
IQGA1_HUMAN IQGA1 P46940 Ras GTPase-activating-likeprotein IQGAP1 Binding protein
ITAV_HUMAN ITGAV P06756 Integrin alpha-V Binding protein
ITB1_HUMAN ITGB1 P05556 Integrin beta-1 Binding protein
ITB3_HUMAN ITGB3 P05106 ** Integrin beta-3 Binding protein
KI13A_HUMAN KIF13A Q9H1H9 * Kinesin-like protein KIF13A Motor protein
LYN_HUMAN LYN P07948 Tyrosine-protein kinase Lyn Enzyme
MK08_HUMAN MAPK8 P45983 Mitogen-activated proteinkinase 8 Enzyme
MET_HUMAN MET P08581 ** Hepatocyte growth factorreceptor Enzyme
MMP14_HUMAN MMP14 P50281 ** Matrix metalloproteinase-14 Enzyme
NCK1_HUMAN NCK1 P16333 Cytoplasmic protein NCK1 Adapter
NCK2_HUMAN NCK2 O43639 * Cytoplasmic protein NCK2 Adapter
PELP1_HUMAN PELP1 Q8IZL8 Proline-, glutamic acid- andleucine-rich protein 1 Binding protein
P85A_HUMAN PIK3R1 P27986 * Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinaseregulatory subunit alpha Adapter







FAK1_HUMAN PTK2 Q05397 Focal adhesion kinase 1 Enzyme
PTN12_HUMAN PTN12 Q05209 Tyrosine-protein phosphatasenon-receptor type 12 Enzyme
PTN1_HUMAN PTPN1 P18031 Tyrosine-protein phosphatasenon-receptor type 1 Enzyme
PTN11_HUMAN PTPN11 Q06124 Tyrosine-protein phosphatasenon-receptor type 11 Enzyme
PAXI_HUMAN PXN P49023 Paxillin Cytoskeletalprotein
RAC1_HUMAN RAC1 P63000 Ras-related C3 botulinumtoxin substrate 1 Enzyme
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Table 1. Cont.
Entry Gene Name SwissProt Accession No. Protein Name Activity/Function
RAN_HUMAN RAN P62826 GTP-binding nuclear proteinRan Binding protein
RHOA_HUMAN RHOA P61586 Transforming protein RhoA Enzyme






SRC_HUMAN SRC P12931 Proto-oncogenetyrosine-protein kinase Src Enzyme
SRCN1_HUMAN SRCN1 Q9C0H9 * SRC kinase signaling inhibitor1 Inhibitor
TENS3_HUMAN TNS3 Q68CZ2 Tensin-3 Cytoskeletalprotein
TLN1_HUMAN TLN1 Q9Y490 Talin-1 Cytoskeletalprotein
TENS1_HUMAN TNS1 Q9HBL0 ** Tensin-1 Cytoskeletalprotein
TRIP6_HUMAN TRIP6 Q15654 * Thyroid receptor-interactingprotein 6 Binding protein
VINC_HUMAN VCL P18206 Vinculin Cytoskeletalprotein






YES_HUMAN YES1 P07947 Tyrosine-protein kinase Yes Enzyme
1433Z_HUMAN YWHAZ P63104 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta Adapter
ZYX_HUMAN ZYX Q15942 Zyxin Binding protein
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Figure 1. Types of enzymes included in the list of selected proteins and related to BCAR1 from MCF-7 and FTC-133 cells. Proteins are identified by SwissProt entry names (for 
their accession numbers and gene names, see Table 1). Activities are given in enzyme classification numbers EC (green squares) and terms (blue squares). The various icons 
used in Figure 1 are shown below the graph at higher magnification. The left icon of the bottom line represents proteins named by their entry names within the figure. The 
middle icon indicates a publication, which is identified by the PMID number within the nearby white box. The PMID numbers identify those publications, which indicate that 
the respective protein contains an intrinsically disordered domain. The cell dish icon at the right side of the bottom indicates the origin of the cells. Within the figure, brown 
lines show the link of the protein to the origin cell lines MCF-7 (left side cell dish icon) and FTC-133 (right side cell dish icon). To see details, please zoom in. 
 
Figure 1. Types of enzymes included in the list of selected proteins and related to BCAR1 from MCF-7 and FTC-133 cells. Proteins are identified by SwissProt entry names (for their
accession numbers and gene names, see Table 1). Activities are given in enzyme classification numbers EC (green squares) and terms (blue squares). The various icons used in Figure 1 are
shown below the graph at higher magnification. The left icon of the bottom line represents proteins named by their entry names within the figure. The middle icon indicates a publication,
which is identified by the PMID number within the nearby white box. The PMID numbers identify those publications, which indicate that the respective protein contains an intrinsically
disordered domain. The cell dish icon at the right side of the bottom indicates the origin of the cells. Within the figure, brown lines show the link of the protein to the origin cell lines
MCF-7 (left side cell dish icon) and FTC-133 (right side cell dish icon). To see details, please zoom in.
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2.2. Network Formation of Selected Proteins
Using Pathway Studio (version 12.3), we studied interactions of the 51 MCF-7 proteins
and the 47 FTC-133 proteins indicated in Table 1 with emphasis on BCAR1 interactions
which could lead to complex formation. We found that the proteins of each cell line formed
a unique network, as indicated by the upper and the lower picture of Figure 2. Relating to
direct interaction with the scaffolding potential of the identified proteins (Table 1), the role
of BCAR1 in networks of mutual binding or direct regulation is shown in Figure 2 by gray
lines, green arrows, and red lines.





Figure 2. Interaction of the selected proteins obtained from proteome analysis of MCF-7 breast 
cancer cells (upper picture) and of FTC-133 thyroid cancer cells (lower picture). The icon labels refer 
to proteins by their human entry names (see also Table 1). The lines between the icons show various 
types of interaction. Gray lines indicate complex formation of the proteins connected with not 
exactly defined mutual influence. Green arrows point to complex formation with an activity 
enhancing effect on the protein at the arrowhead, red lines indicate complex formation with 
inhibition of the protein at the cross-piece. In both pictures, a gray connection line between BCAR1 
and CRK indicates complex formation, while a green arrow between VCL and BCAR1 with the head 
near BCAR1 indicates activation of BCAR1 by VCL and a green arrow between BCAR1 and MAPK8 
with the head near MAPK8 indicates activation of MAPK8 by BCAR1. The interaction network was 
built using Pathway Studio v.12.3. 
2.3. Influence of Selected Interaction on Cell Physiology 
While using Pathway Studio, online mouse clicks on strings or arrows in the graphs 
of Figure 2 allowed us to retrieve literature about the protein interactions represented by 
lines and arrows linked to BCAR1. 
  
Figure 2. Interaction of the selected proteins obtained from proteome analysis of MCF-7 breast cancer
cells (upper picture) and of FTC-133 thyroid cancer cells (lower picture). The icon labels refer to
proteins by the r hum n e try ames (see a so Table 1). The lines b tween the icons s ow various
types of interaction. Gray lines indicate complex f rmation of the proteins connected with not exactly
defined mutual influence. Green arrows point to complex formation with an activity enhancing effect
on the protein at the arrowhead, red lines indicate complex formation with inhibition of the protein at
the cross-piece. In both pictures, a gray connection line between BCAR1 and CRK indicates complex
formation, while a green arrow be ween VCL and BCAR1 with the he d near BCAR1 indicates
activation of BCAR1 by VCL and a green arrow between BCAR1 and MAPK8 with the head near
MAPK8 indicates activation of MAPK8 by BCAR1. The interaction network was built using Pathway
Studio v.12.3.
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Both pictures of Figure 2 show that BCAR1 can bind proteins detected in the proteome
analyses published in [35,36]. Of the proteins detected in the MCF7 [35] and also in the
FTC-133 cells [36], CBL, CD2AP, CRK, CRKL, IQGAP1, NCK1, PTK2, PXN, SH3KBP1,
SHIP2, TLN1, TNS3 and ZYX can interact with BCAR1 (full protein names are given in
Table 1). Of further proteins capable of binding to BCAR1, we found ESR1, NCK2, PIK3RI
and SRCIN1 only in MCF-7 cells, while MMP14 and TNS1 were only detected in FTC-133
cells. Vinculin (VCL), which was found in both types of cells, triggers activation of BCAR1
by direct interaction, while ABI1, MAPK8 and BCAR3 detected only in MCF-7 cells are
activated by BCAR1 (Figure 2, green arrows). Further regulatory effects on BCAR1 are
exerted by TRIP6 and SRCIN1, which both were detected in MCF-7 cells only as well
as by MMP14, which was only detected in FTC-133 cells. The 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta
(YWHAZ), which was detected in both cell types, forms a complex with BCAR1 (Figure 2).
2.3. Influence of Selected Interaction on Cell Physiology
While using Pathway Studio, online mouse clicks on strings or arrows in the graphs
of Figure 2 allowed us to retrieve literature about the protein interactions represented by
lines and arrows linked to BCAR1.
2.3.1. Proteins Binding to the Substrate Domain (SD) of BCAR1
In both cell types, the adapter molecule crk (CRK) and the Crk-like protein (CRKL)
were detected in our proteome analyses published in refs. [35,36]. The quantitation scores
calculated in the mentioned analyses for CRK and CRKL of MCF7 cells were 12 × 108 and
21× 108, those calculated for CRK and CRKL of FTC-133 cells were 1.6× 108 and 2.9× 108.
Interestingly, in FTC-133 cells, CRKL was visible under each incubation condition, while
the concentration of FTC-133 CRK reached only detectable levels when the cells became
confluent [36]. According to [5,21], these proteins bind to the BCAR1 substrate domain
(SD) (Figure 3) after its YxxP motifs have been phosphorylated. If CRK is bound to BCAR1,
formation of stress fibers is induced [44] and the activation of mitogen-activated protein
kinase 8 (MAPK8) is favored [45]. Reversely, CRKL binding to BCAR1 impairs the connec-
tion of BCAR1 to the total focal adhesion complex (FA) [46], but promotes recruitment of
procaspase-8, suppressing apoptosis and favoring cell migration [47]. If CRK is phospho-
rylated at its SH3 domain, CRK-BCAR1 dissociates and cell migration is prevented [48].
Zyxin (ZYX) competes with CRK for binding to BCAR1. Recruited from the cytoplasm,
zyxin colocalizes with integrin and BCAR1. Upon mechanical stress, zyxin is involved in
the re-organization of the cytoskeleton [49]. Similar effects on the regulation of the actin-
cytoskeleton are exerted by TRIP6 (thyroid receptor interacting protein 6), another member
of the zyxin family which only was detected in MCF-7 cells [50]. SHIP2 (SH2-containing
inositol 5”- phosphatase 2) also binds to the phosphorylated SD of BCAR1 (Figure 3) [20].
Here, it becomes phosphorylated and activated for the de-phosphorylation of surrounding
inositol, which favors cell adhesion [51]. Furthermore PIK3R1 (only detected in MCF-7
cells, see Table 1) associates with the proline-rich region of BCAR1, which leads to the
reorganization of the cytoskeleton [52].




Figure 3. Proteins are indicated, which have been detected in our proteome analyses described in refs. [35,36]. They are 
assigned to BCAR1 domains and region described in the literature [see introduction, third section], with which they 
interact. 
2.3.2. Proteins Binding to other BCAR1 Domains 
Besides the above-described proteins binding to the SD of BCAR1, there are proteins 
which bind to the N-terminal SH3 domain of BCAR1 (Figure 3) [5,20]. The mechanism of 
binding of different proteins under different conditions to this SH3 domain has been 
characterized by crystallographic analysis [20]. Focal adhesion kinase 1 (FAK1 or PTK2) 
binds to the SH3 domain of BCAR1, if it is pre-phosphorylated and BCAR1 
phosphorylation occurs afterwards [72]. If tyrosines within the SH3 domain of BCAR1 are 
already phosphorylated, its interaction with FAK1 and recruitment of FAK1 to focal 
adhesions are inhibited [73]. If BCAR1 and FAK1 form a complex, tensin-3 co-localizes. 
This co-localization occurs in a focal adhesion complex depending on whether BCAR1 is 
phosphorylated or not [74]. Vinculin binds to the SH3 domain of BCAR1 together with 
FAK1 [27]. The BCAR1-FAK1-vinculin complex, which is found within focal adhesion 
complexes is required for stretch-induced phosphorylation of the BCAR1 SD. 
Furthermore, paxillin binds to the N-terminal regions, i.e., to the SH3 domain of BCAR1 
via LD2/LD4 motifs [75]. In the latter case, paxillin forms complexes with talin which is 
phosphorylated subsequently before it can bind to BCAR1’s SH3 domain [4,76]. 
According to references [5,21], the serine-rich region of BCAR1 is located at the c-
terminal side of the BCAR1 substrate domain. If the underlying cell is attached to the 
extracellular matrix, YWHAZ binds to this serine-rich region [77]. An YWHAZ-BCAR1 
complex appears to forward signals for actin polymerization. At the c-terminal side of the 
serine-rich domain, the carboxy-terminal domain is located. The interaction of SRC kinase 
signaling inhibitor 1 (SRCIN1 or p140Cap) with this BCAR1 domain triggers SRCIN1 
phosphorylation and plays a role in controlling actin cytoskeleton organization in 
response to adhesive and growth factor signaling [78]. Moreover, paxillin can bind to the 
BCAR1’s C-terminal region via its LD1 motif [75]. Bound to this site of BCAR1, paxillin 
anchors BCAR1 to the FA (Figure 3). 
2.4. BCAR1, a Chain Link Between Focal Adhesion and Cytoskeletal Proteins 
Although BCAR1 emits various signals regulating cytoskeleton and cell adhesion, 
information about a direct binding of BCAR1 to actin and myosin proteins or to adhesion 
molecules such as cadherins or integrins was not found in literature. Therefore, we 
performed interaction analyses of MCF-7 (Figure 4, upper picture) and FTC-133 proteins 
(Figure 4, lower picture), examining the proteins which directly interact with BCAR1 as 
shown in Figure 2 together with the cytoskeletal proteins beta-actin, gamma-actin, 
myosin-9 and myosin-10 found in both cell types and with the adhesion proteins e-
cadherin found in MCF-7 cells (Figure 4, upper picture) or the n-cadherin found in FTC-
133 cells (Figure 4, lower picture). Figure 4 shows that in both types of cells, actins and 
myosins are linked to BCAR1 via TLN1 or IQGAP1 [79–83], while integrin beta 1 is 
associated with BCAR1 via PXN, VCL and IQGAP1 [84,85]. However, different cell–cell 
adhesion proteins were detected in the two cell types. 
CDH1 was found together with ARHGAP32, PIK3R1, ESR1 and ERBB2 only in MCF-7 
cells, while CDH2 and ITGB3, MET, MMP14 and TNS1 were found only in FTC-133. 
Direct association of BCAR1 with ESR1 has a negative influence on breast cancer cell 
Figure 3. Proteins are indicated, which have been detected in our proteome analyses described in refs. [35,36]. They are
assigned to BCAR1 domains and region described in the literature [see introduction, third section], with which they interact.
In addition, NCK1 and NCK2 bind to the SD domain of phosphorylated BCAR1 [53].
NCK mediates the interaction of BCAR1 with the GTPase-activating protein ARHGAP32
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(only detected in MCF-7 cells). The complex of NCK-BCAR1-ARHGAP32 affects cell differ-
entiation via CDC42 and RAC1 [54]. Another molecular complex containing BCAR1 and
NCK is a critical link in signaling from the activated platelet-derived growth factor receptor
beta (PDGFβR) to the actin cytoskeleton [55]. NCK1 (commonly named NCK) and NCK2
regulate the actin cytoskeleton dynamic in slightly different ways [56]. The difference may
be due to their different sensitivities to ubiquitination by the E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase
CBL (CBL) [57]. CBL binds to membrane-associated BCAR1 via CRK or NCK [58]. Being a
member of CBL-BCAR1-CRK (or NCK) complexes, CBL exerts several regulatory functions
by mediating the ubiquitination and degradation of various proteins in a negative feed-
back manner [59]. Amongst those proteins are members of the src-family kinases [60,61],
including lyn- and fyn-kinases (see Table 1), which are known to phosphorylate the SD
domain of BCAR1 [62,63]. Associated with the SH3 domain-containing kinase-binding
protein 1 (SH3KBP1 or CIN85), CBL forms another complex with BCAR1 [64]. This complex
contributes to the regulation of cell adhesion and apoptosis [65]. If CBL and BCAR1 form
complexes with ABL1, the complexes associate with C3G, BCAR/ABL and CRKL. Together,
these proteins regulate cell adhesion and migration via paxillin (PXN) and focal adhesion
kinase 1 (PTK2) [66]. Within this association, BCAR1 is highly tyrosine phosphorylated [67].
In addition, CBL binds to CD2AP [68], which connects the SH3 domain of BCAR1 with the
actin cytoskeleton in a regulated manner [69].
Although the site where IQGAP1 associates with BCAR1 has not been exactly deter-
mined until now, it is known that its binding to the N-terminal region of BCAR1 needs
phosphorylation of the tyrosines of BCAR1’s SD, is stimulated by VEGF and plays a role in
endothelial cell motility and angiogenesis [70]. Association of the matrix metalloproteinase-
14 (MMP14) only detected in thyroid cells with BCAR1 at the edge of adhering cells has
not been precisely localized. It is known, however, that it is initiated by phosphorylation of
the substrate domain of BCAR1. After association, MMP14 is also phosphorylated [71].
2.3.2. Proteins Binding to other BCAR1 Domains
Besides the above-described proteins binding to the SD of BCAR1, there are proteins
which bind to the N-terminal SH3 domain of BCAR1 (Figure 3) [5,20]. The mechanism of
binding of different proteins under different conditions to this SH3 domain has been charac-
terized by crystallographic analysis [20]. Focal adhesion kinase 1 (FAK1 or PTK2) binds to
the SH3 domain of BCAR1, if it is pre-phosphorylated and BCAR1 phosphorylation occurs
afterwards [72]. If tyrosines within the SH3 domain of BCAR1 are already phosphorylated,
its interaction with FAK1 and recruitment of FAK1 to focal adhesions are inhibited [73].
If BCAR1 and FAK1 form a complex, tensin-3 co-localizes. This co-localization occurs in
a focal adhesion complex depending on whether BCAR1 is phosphorylated or not [74].
Vinculin binds to the SH3 domain of BCAR1 together with FAK1 [27]. The BCAR1-FAK1-
vinculin complex, which is found within focal adhesion complexes is required for stretch-
induced phosphorylation of the BCAR1 SD. Furthermore, paxillin binds to the N-terminal
regions, i.e., to the SH3 domain of BCAR1 via LD2/LD4 motifs [75]. In the latter case,
paxillin forms complexes with talin which is phosphorylated subsequently before it can
bind to BCAR1’s SH3 domain [4,76].
According to references [5,21], the serine-rich region of BCAR1 is located at the c-
terminal side of the BCAR1 substrate domain. If the underlying cell is attached to the
extracellular matrix, YWHAZ binds to this serine-rich region [77]. An YWHAZ-BCAR1
complex appears to forward signals for actin polymerization. At the c-terminal side of the
serine-rich domain, the carboxy-terminal domain is located. The interaction of SRC kinase
signaling inhibitor 1 (SRCIN1 or p140Cap) with this BCAR1 domain triggers SRCIN1
phosphorylation and plays a role in controlling actin cytoskeleton organization in response
to adhesive and growth factor signaling [78]. Moreover, paxillin can bind to the BCAR1’s
C-terminal region via its LD1 motif [75]. Bound to this site of BCAR1, paxillin anchors
BCAR1 to the FA (Figure 3).
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2.4. BCAR1, a Chain Link between Focal Adhesion and Cytoskeletal Proteins
Although BCAR1 emits various signals regulating cytoskeleton and cell adhesion,
information about a direct binding of BCAR1 to actin and myosin proteins or to adhesion
molecules such as cadherins or integrins was not found in literature. Therefore, we
performed interaction analyses of MCF-7 (Figure 4, upper picture) and FTC-133 proteins
(Figure 4, lower picture), examining the proteins which directly interact with BCAR1 as
shown in Figure 2 together with the cytoskeletal proteins beta-actin, gamma-actin, myosin-
9 and myosin-10 found in both cell types and with the adhesion proteins e-cadherin found
in MCF-7 cells (Figure 4, upper picture) or the n-cadherin found in FTC-133 cells (Figure 4,
lower picture). Figure 4 shows that in both types of cells, actins and myosins are linked
to BCAR1 via TLN1 or IQGAP1 [79–83], while integrin beta 1 is associated with BCAR1
via PXN, VCL and IQGAP1 [84,85]. However, different cell–cell adhesion proteins were
detected in the two cell types.
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Figure 4. Selected proteins which form complexes with BCAR1, as indicated by gray lines. Of these
proteins, TLN1 and IQGAP1 also form complexes with actins and myosins of MCF-7 breast cancer
cells (upper picture) and of FTC-133 thyroid cancer cells (lower picture), establishing a link between
CAR1 and the cytoskeleton. Regarding the cell–cell interactio proteins, CDH1 is connected
to BCAR1 via PIK3R1 in MCF7 cells (upper picture), while CDH2 forms a complex with TNS1 and
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BCAR1 in FTC-133 cells (lower picture). Additional links between BCAR1 and the growth factor
receptors ESR1 (upper picture) and MET (lower picture) can be recognized. The icons indicate the
proteins by their human entry names (see also Table 1). The lines between the icons show various
types of interaction. Gray lines indicate complex formation of the proteins connected. Green arrows
point to complex formation with an activity enhancing effect on the protein at the arrowhead, red
lines indicate complex formation with inhibition of the protein at the cross-piece. The interaction
network was built using Pathway Studio v.12.3.
CDH1 was found together with ARHGAP32, PIK3R1, ESR1 and ERBB2 only in MCF-7
cells, while CDH2 and ITGB3, MET, MMP14 and TNS1 were found only in FTC-133. Direct
association of BCAR1 with ESR1 has a negative influence on breast cancer cell differenti-
ation as it impairs mammary gland morphogenesis, if BCAR1 is over-expressed [86,87].
CDH1 interacts with BCAR1 indirectly via ARHGAP32 [88] or PIK3R1 [89], which both
dock at BCAR1’s SD. If PIK3R1 also binds to ERBB2 [90], the loss of CDH1 is induced [91].
In FTC-133 cells, CDH2, ITGB3 and MET are linked to BCAR1 via tensin-1 (TNS1). TNS1
binds to BCAR1 and is phosphorylated upon integrin activation [92]. In the absence of acti-
vated integrins, tensin is transferred to n-cadherin [93]. MMP14 binds to phosphorylated
BCAR1 [71]. In confluent endothelial cell cultures, MMP14 is associated with integrin-beta1,
while it is found jointly with αvβ3 integrins in migrating EC [94]. The association of the
hepatocyte growth factor receptor (MET) with the CRK isoform CRK-II sends proliferative
signals to the cells which harbor them [95]. Combined Figure 4 implies that there are links
between BCAR1 and the cytoskeleton, between BCAR1 and adhesion proteins as well as
between BCAR1 and growth factor receptors.
2.5. BCAR1’s Belonging to Cellular Processes
To see which protein–protein interactions are included in which cellular processes,
we looked at those cellular processes in which BCAR1 and at least another five selected
proteins of the same cell type were included. We found a set of 18 identical processes,
independently of whether we used the MCF-7 or the FTC-133 proteins (Figure 5). Seven
of these processes were represented by equal proteins of both cell lines. In respect to the
other 11 processes, different proteins of similar processes were reported. Because of the
low coverage of these pathways by the selected proteins, an interpretation of these findings
is difficult (Supplementary Table S1). However, it is remarkable that 17 of the pathways
include FAK1, which catalyzes the linking of BCAR1 to the focal adhesion complexes
initiating its SD phosphorylation [4,20,27,72–74]. Another 10 processes include BCAR1 and
FAK1 together with CRK that uses phosphorylated SD of BCAR1 to form complexes with
further proteins to send out different signals (Figure 6) [44,45,48–51].
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Figure 6. Signaling pathways, of which each includes BCAR1 and FAK1 (PTK2) and CRK. These pathways are included in Figure 5 but are shown here in more detail. The proteins
are indicated by human entry names. The signaling pathways are named within light blue rectangles. They had been identified in Reactome assigned to their headings. Also see
Supplementary Table S1.
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3. Discussion
In this study, we applied functional network-based techniques to advance knowledge
about possible targets, where the alteration of gravity force initiates changes of cellular
behavior. Networks were established using data of earlier studies [35,36,84]. BCAR1
was selected as a central component of these networks because its activity is sensitive
to forces that can change its three-dimensional conformation, enhancing or diminishing
the accessibility for kinases [4,5]. As explained above, different accessibility for kinases
changes the phosphorylation status of BCAR1, which subsequently scaffolds different
proteins and exerts different effects on several signaling pathways.
The alteration of the phosphorylation of certain proteins under the condition of altered
gravity has already been described. For example, an enhanced phosphorylation of profilin-
1 was observed in confluent monolayers of FTC-133 cells, which did not form spheroids
on an RPM but had accumulated fyn-kinase and caveolin 1 [36,96]. Endothelial cells
cultured on a clinostat showed changes of phosphorylation of caveolin and nitric oxide
synthetase [97,98]. Cultured on a Rotary Cell Culture System (RCCS), human mesenchymal
stem cells reduced cofilin phosphorylation [99], while equal cells cultured on a three-
dimensional clinostat intensified paxillin phosphorylation at their edges [100]. When
macrophages are cultured on a two-dimensional clinostat, spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK)
phosphorylation is reduced [101]. Simulated microgravity influences the phosphorylation
level of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) in OSE-3T3 cells [102]. In vivo, a hindlimb
suspension of mice decreased the phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 kinase 1 [103].
Therefore, this semantic study challenges an experimental search for a direct link between
the lack of gravity force to pull cells constantly towards the center of the Earth and the
phosphorylation of BCAR1.
It has been shown that a cell line includes 10,000 to 12,000 different proteins [104].
As such, one can assume that in the proteome analyses, evaluated proteins represent
about 50% to 70% of potentially present ones [35,36]. Despite the shortcomings, our
proteome analyses unveiled various proteins interacting with BCAR1. BCAR1 consists
of five domains, of which the substrate domain (SD) is the most force-sensitive one [4,5].
Comparing studies of microgravity research with literature about protein complexes which
dock at BCAR1’s SD, we noticed common physiological effects. For example, CRK interacts
with BCAR1 via the force-sensitive SD domain. This type of complex formation induces the
formation of stress fibers and the activation of MAPK8 [44,45,48]. The altered formation of
stress fibers and activation of MAPK8 were also observed in cells exposed to simulated
microgravity [105–108]. Furthermore, within a focal adhesion complex, BCAR1 and CRK
together may associate with TRIP6 detected in MCF-7 cells [35,48,109]. Scaffolded by
BCAR1 and CRK TRIP6 interacts with NF-κB (nuclear factor κB) linking cell adhesion and
nuclear transcription [110]. This fits to our recent experimental work, which showed that
altered gravity has a remarkable influence on the cellular localization of NF-κB in MCF-7
cells [111].
CBL is a further protein that interacts with BCAR1 via the SD-bound CRK [58] and
had attracted attention in microgravity research. Associated with BCAR1 and CRK, CBL
catalyzes the link of ubiquitin to several different target proteins, initiating their degra-
dation [59–61]. Linking ubiquitin or ubiquitin-like molecules to the ε-amino group of
lysine residues in target proteins regulates many cellular processes [112,113]. They lead
to the degradation of distinct proteins but also to the stabilization of others. This type of
post-translational modification was observed on many proteins, which are upregulated
in spheroids formed during cell incubation on an RPM as compared to control cells [3].
Among the proteins of which the degradation is mediated by CBL are fyn- and lyn- kinases,
which are the main kinases phosphorylating the SD of BCAR1 [61]. Consequently, studies
of interest are those showing that L6 myoblasts enhanced the expression of muscle-atrophy-
associated CBL during clinorotation [114] and that activation of CBL in microgravity
induced muscle atrophy [115].
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Moreover, the inositol metabolism plays a role in the adjustment of animal and plant
cells to microgravity [116,117]. In both, the MCF-7 and FTC-133 cell lines SHIP2 (also
named INPPL1) was found, which is activated after binding to the phosphorylated SD of
BCAR1 [20,51]. This enzyme de-phosphorylates phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate
(PtdIns(3,4,5)P3) to PtdIns(3,4)P2, downregulating PI3K (phosphoinositide 3-kinase) path-
ways. PIK3R1 was detected in MCF-7 cells. When it forms complexes with BCAR1, it ac-
tivates signaling pathways which lead to the re-organization of the cytoskeleton [52,118].
The hindlimb unloading of rats downregulates the PI3K/pAkt pathway inducing muscle
atrophy [119], and the inhibition of PI3K (or NFκB) prevents the spheroid formation of
breast cancer cells in ultra-low attachment plates [120]. The latter observation is supported
by our recent proteome analysis, which unveiled 40% more PIK3R1 proteins in MCF-7
spheroids than in MCF-7 adherent cells [35]. In addition, CRKL interacts with BCAR1 via
the force-sensitive SD domain. CRKL-BCAR1 complexes impair FA-mediated binding,
while they suppress apoptosis by procaspase-8 inactivation [47,48]. This could explain
that cells survive a detachment from the bottom of a culture flask during the formation of
spheroids. The hypothesis is supported by the observation that procaspase-8 is inactivated
when breast cancer cells detach from their natural substratum and fill breast ducts without
suffering anoikis [121].
Via complex formation, the SD of BCAR1 influences various small GTPases [54,71].
In recent years, a number of studies have been published, which show that microgravity-
induced changes of small GTPase activity play a role in the adjustment of various cells to
altered gravity [122], e.g., of endothelial cells [123], glioma cells [124], stem cells [125] and
cancer cells [126]. The changes of small GTPase activities accompany alterations of adhe-
sion, migration and cytoskeletal rearrangements [124,126–128] as well as cell differentiation
and morphogenesis [125,129].
Several cell functions and pathways were identified in which BCAR1, FAK1 and
CRK are involved together (Supplementary Table S1). They include apoptosis, integrin
function, cytoskeleton signaling, chemokine signaling and cancer cell motility (Figure
6). All these functions were observed when adaptation of cells to altered gravity was
studied. Information about such studies can be retrieved in relevant databases. A few
recent publications are given by refs. [130–134].
The comprehensive information collected using linked open data resources and
our experiments suggests that changes in force-dependent phosphorylation or the de-
phosphorylation of SD, the most force-sensitive part of BCAR1, cause similar changes in
cellular behavior as when exposing cells to an RPM or a spaceflight. Though this suggestion
is based on many studies, an influence of the alteration of gravity on the phosphorylation
status of the SD of BCAR1 still needs verification by further experiments. However, even
though a microgravity-dependent phosphorylation of SD will be proven, the question re-
mains whether this change is caused by forces of motor proteins [135,136] linked to cellular
adhesion or by a failure of gravity force pulling cells constantly to the center of the Earth.
Figure 4 shows that there are at least indirect links between BCAR1 and myosins X or IX via
proteins such as talin, IQGAP1 or between BCAR1 and integrins via focal adhesion kinase,
paxillin and vinculin. Such links could also be the source of the force affecting BCAR1.
Still, an influence of annulling gravity forces on the intrinsically disordered domain of
BCAR1 appears possible, since size determinations of tissue cancer cells indicated volumes
varying between 1000 and 2000 fL [137]. Assuming a density of around 1.05 kg/L, a cancer
cell weighs between 1 and 2 ng. Hence, gravity force acting on one whole cell could be
around 15 pN as long as a culture flask stays stationary in an incubator under normal 1 g
condition. If this force of constantly pulling a cell towards the center of the Earth is totally
or partially annulled by any technique [96,138,139], cells behave as if the force-dependent
phosphorylation of BCAR1 had changed. This appears explainable, as the gravity force
affecting a whole cell is higher than the force needed to stretch an intrinsically disordered
domain of a protein [25,140].
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In addition, a change of BCAR1 activity is not limited to effects on or from the proteins
forming the networks of Figure 2. Even if only a second level of interaction is considered,
the complexity of the network enhances up to more than 1300 participants. The two-level
interaction network shown in Figure 7 indicates that each of the proteins named in Table 1
(black spots with SwissProt AC# in white squares) interacts with further proteins (pink
squares with IntAct interaction numbers). Despite the complexity, the KE allows one to
contextualize all participants and interactions for understanding details of the system (see
also Supplementary Figure S1). Graphical queries account for the close investigation of each
and every sub-network to verify dependencies in more detail. This provides preconditions
to further investigate the influence of additional parameters. One of them is the time of
exposure to microgravity, which urgently needs to also be studied in the BCAR1 system,
as it has been done for other proteins [141].
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Proteome Data
Proteins were obtained by mass spectrometry from MCF-7 human breast adenocar-
cinoma cells and from FTC-133 human follicular thyroid carcinoma cells according to
protocols described in [35,36]. Prior to analysis, both types of cells had been grown either
within a monolayer under normal 1 g laboratory conditions or exposed to an RPM, where
one part remained adherent (AD cells), while the other one formed three-dimensional
aggregates (MCS cells). Monolayer cells cultured under 1 g, AD cells, and MCS cells were
harvested and pelleted in separate samples. Each sample was subjected to a proteome anal-
ysis. In total, 12 different cell samples, i.e., four per incubation condition, were analyzed to
determine as many proteins as possible of MCF-7 cells, and five pellets were investigated
to identify proteins of FTC-133 cells.
Mass spectrometry was performed, as described in detail earlier [35,36]. Briefly, cells
were lysed. Their proteins were digested overnight at 37 ◦C with endoproteinase Lys-C
(Wako Chemicals GmbH, Neuss, Germany). The digested peptides were purified and
then separated using the Thermo easy n-LC 1000 system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). The peptides eluting from the column were directly sprayed into a Q Exactive
HF mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) via a nano-electrospray
ionization source (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) [142,143]. The mass spectrometer
was operated in a data-dependent top 15 mode. Survey scans and fragmentation scans
were acquired at resolutions of 60,000 and 15,000, respectively (m/z = 200). Fragmentation
was performed on precursors isolated within a window of 1.4 m/z with a normalized
collision energy setting of 27.
Raw data from the mass spectrometer were processed using MaxQuant computa-
tional proteomics platform version 1.5.2.22 (Computational Systems Biochemistry, Max-
Planck-Gesellschaft, Munich, Germany) [144] using the standard parameters. At least
5900 different proteins were identified in five FTC-133 cell samples [36], and 6500 different
proteins were found in 12 MCF-7 cell samples [35]. These proteins formed the base for
applying the MaxLfQ algorithm to determine the relative protein concentration by delayed
normalization, as explained by Cox et al. in detail [145]. This label-free quantification
technology is based on the assumption that a majority of proteins exists which does not
change between the samples of a cell line.
4.2. Searching Proteins Interacting with BCAR1
To search proteins co-mentioned with BCAR1 in literature, we used the STRING
v11.0 tool [146] (available at https://string-db.org/, accessed on 21 July 2021) and in
addition searched dbPTM [147] (available at http://dbptm.mbc.nctu.edu.tw, accessed on 1
November 2020). Direct interaction between the selected proteins was determined using
Pathway Studio v.12.3 software (https://www.pathwaystudio.com/, accessed on 21 July
2021; Elsevier Research Solutions, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). After entering relevant
UniProt accession numbers, this software enables collecting information from a full text
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of articles about the interaction of proteins. Literature indicating interactions is unveiled
online by mouse clicks on strings or arrows connecting icons.
4.3. Creation of a Semantic Network
To create a semantic network, harmonize the content from multiple resources, and
allow for graphical querying and reasoning, experimental data were imported to estab-
lish an initial resource description framework (RDF) knowledge base using KE (Melissa
Informatics, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA, USA—former IO Informatics). This tool al-
lows one to create, merge, and/or align semantic knowledge bases (SKB) in the form of
RDF serializations as files or in backend databases and to configure and connect them to
public semantic protocol and RDF query language (SPARQL) endpoints for query and
imports [37,148]. Its import functions provide abilities for nomenclature alignment, to set
or automate reification IDs for blank nodes, and to establish mapping for spreadsheets
or XML alignment [149,150]. After importing the experimental proteomics data, an ini-
tial partial ontology imported from UniProt (https://www.uniprot.org, accessed on 21
July 2021; versions 2020-06 and 2021-01) XML-RDF format was transformed into a core
RDF representation. A thesaurus manager was used to harmonize synonyms and avoid
duplication during the import process.
The UniProt content was queried for each of the proteins using its SPARQL end-
point. This added functional, interaction and complex formation properties to augment
the information on the enzymes and reported protein functions [149]. The information
collected was used to retrieve content from the NCBI Entréz resources OMIM, PubMed,
and Biosystems by means of graphical queries and to import their results using the NCBI
Connector API [151]. Parts of KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genoms) and
Reactome (https://reactome.org/PathwayBrowser/, accessed on 21 July 2021; v.75, Re-
lease 7 December 2020) [152] were used to validate pathway information. Protein–protein
interactions were retrieved in IntAct (https://ebi.ac.uk/intact/, accessed on January 2021)
and MINT (https://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/, accessed on 21 July 2021) databases.
5. Conclusions
From the network analysis presented, we conclude that the application of seman-
tic tools such as KE and Pathway Studio, which help to look at a specific subgroup of
thousands of proteins usually unveiled by proteome analyses of whole cells, will be use-
ful to extract functional information from proteome analyses and better support one’s
understanding of complex cellular processes. Using this exemplary application of the
method, we conclude that BCAR1 could be a primary target of Earth’s gravity. Experiments
on changes of the phosphorylation of BCAR1 under microgravity now appear to be a
promising way to explore how gravity affects human tissue cells. In this context, we can
also look at the influence of the time of exposure on the quantities of phosphorylated and
un-phosphorylated BCAR1 molecules.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/computation9080081/s1, Supplementary Table S1: List of pathways and processes, which
include BCAR1 and at least another five proteins of Table 1. Details are given about coverage and
participating proteins of both cell lines. Supplementary Figure S1: Two-level protein interaction
network: Violet arrow icons and their violet relationship lines indicate interactions. Numbers
indicate IntAct designation of interaction. Interaction participants are not shown to simplify the
graph. Proteins are identified with their icons labeled with UniProt accession numbers. Orange lines
indicate the originating cancer cell line.
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